
 

 

 

Locations, 2009. 
 

 

Királyegyháza (elsı alkalom) 
Population: 1048 
Event date: 18.04.2009. 
Venue: municipality building 
Number of local participants: 50 
Number of volunteers: 10 (Magyar Telekom employees) 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Hi, 
My name is Melinda. 
Let me brag a bit: my first mail is done! 
Thanks for the recipe, István! 
Melinda” 
 

Hajós 
Population: 3305 
Event date: 27.05.2009 
Venue: Általános Iskola 
Number of local participants: 47 fı  
Number of volunteers: 3 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
 

Sellye 
Population: 2911 
Event date: 29.05.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház 
Number of local participants: 43 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the first day. 
 

Nagyharsány 
Population: 1599 
Event date: 29.05.2009 
Venue: Nyugdíjas klub  
Number of local participants: 23 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the first day. 
 

Királyegyháza (második alkalom) 
Population: 1048 
Event date: 29.05.2009 
Venue: Polgármesteri hivatal 
Number of local participants: 35 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the first day. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„I liked it a lot! It’s not a problem that we came in fourth at the contest, since we are not last at least! 
So I really liked it!” 
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Máza 
Population: 1393 
Event date: 30.05.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház 
Number of local participants: 9 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the second day. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Digital Bridge! 
We are very glad that this great initiative has got to Máza, too. We had the privilege to meet an enthusiastic team of 
professionals. 
Word about the event had got to us a bit late, so there was not much time to mobilize the locals. 
I wish you guys lots of success. Mrs. L.K. 
Máza, Community Center” 
 

Orfő 
Population: 846 
Event date: 30.05.2009 
Venue: Községháza  
Number of local participants: 14 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the second day. 
 

Kıvágószılıs 
Population: 1356 
Event date: 30.05.2009 
Venue: Általános Iskola  
Number of local participants: 75 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the First Digital Bridge Fest, on the second day. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Today’s program was very good. I was glad to be a part of the talent contest, and especially to have met Péter Novák. I do 
hope that there will be more programs like this next time :)” 
 

Ágasegyháza 
Population: 1947 
Event date: 08.06.2009 
Venue: Általános Iskola 
Number of local participants: 32 fı  
Number of volunteers: 4 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 

 
Bihartorda 
Population: 924 
Event date: 06.11.2009 
Venue: Népház 
Number of local participants: 30 fı  
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Number of volunteers: 3 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Thank you for the Digital Bridge Day organized in the Community Center of Bihartorda. I and my grandkids learned useful 
things, and took part in an exciting game. We got practical gifts and the experience of achievement. 

Keep up the good work and lots of success! 
Mrs. I.P and her grandkids, Z.B. and B.B.” 
 

Rákócziújfalu 
Population: 2044 
Event date: 17.11.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház  
Number of local participants: 24 fı  
Number of volunteers: 4 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
 

Nyírgelse 
Population: 1162 
Event date: 12.12.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház 
Number of local participants: 28 fı  
Number of volunteers: 4 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the Second Digital Bridge Fest. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Real cool stuff. 
I liked it, because there were PCs available for everyone who showed up. 
We could do the same some other times, too, and than we would also try the contest. 
 
V. K.” 
 

Bököny 
Population: 3276 
Event date: 12.12.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház 
Number of local participants: 68 fı  
Number of volunteers: 5 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the Second Digital Bridge Fest. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„I think we can learn a lot by using the internet, and we also learned a lot today. Péter Novák made some good comments 
about the dancers.” 
 

Geszteréd 
Population: 1754 
Event date: 12.12.2009 
Venue: Mővelıdési ház 
Number of local participants: 48 fı  
Number of volunteers: 4 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the Second Digital Bridge Fest. 
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Some comments about the event:  
„Hi, 
This is Dorottya from Geszteréd. 
I would have liked an e-mail address, and here I have it. 
I had fun. 
I would like you guys to come back some time. 
Bye!” 
 

Érpatak 
Population: 1766 
Event date: 12.12.2009 
Venue: Általános iskola  
Number of local participants: 62 fı  
Number of volunteers: 4 fı (Magyar Telekom munkatárs) 
Remark: The event was a site of the Second Digital Bridge Fest. 
 
Some comments about the event:  
„Today’s program was awesome. I did not go on stage, just surfed the net. There were beautiful gifts, but I didn’t get any. :D  
Now, I cannot say anything else: it was simply awesome.” 


